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ABSTRACT

Background. This study aimed to investigate whether an
immunohistochemical prognostic model (IHC4 score) can
predict the prognosis and the chemotherapy benefit in
patients with estrogen receptor-positive (ER+)/human epider-
mal growth receptor 2–negative (HER2−) metastatic breast
cancer (MBC).
Materials and Methods. We developed a method to calcu-
late the modified IHC4 (mIHC4) scores based on routine
pathological reports and compared them with the original
IHC4 scores that were much more difficult to calculate. Uni-
variate and multivariate analyses were used to study the
prognostic factors of progression-free survival (PFS) and
overall survival (OS). The predictive value of mIHC4 score
was also investigated.
Results. The Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hospital data set
included 315 patients with newly diagnosed ER+ MBC with
a median follow-up of 25.6 months. Univariate and multi-
variate analysis showed that higher mIHC4 scores in

metastatic lesions, but not the ones in primary tumors,
were significantly associated with worse PFS and OS. The
prognostic value of mIHC4 scores for PFS was validated
using an independent Chinese Society of Clinical Oncology-
Breast Cancer (CSCO-BC) data set. More importantly, sub-
population treatment effect pattern plot analysis showed
that first-line endocrine therapy achieved better PFS and OS
than chemotherapy in low-risk patients with ER+/HER2−
MBC, whereas first-line chemotherapy was associated with
improved PFS and OS compared with endocrine therapy in
high-risk ones. The predictive value of mIHC4 score for PFS
in selecting first-line endocrine therapy versus chemother-
apy was also confirmed in the CSCO-BC data set.
Conclusion. mIHC4 scores in metastatic lesions are prognostic
for the PFS and OS in patients with ER+ MBC. Low or high mIHC4
score may indicate the survival benefit in choosing first-line endo-
crine therapy or chemotherapy in patients with ER+/HER2−
MBC, respectively. The Oncologist 2020;25:e1170–e1180

Implications for Practice: The modified IHC4 (mIHC4) score is easy to implement and able to predict patients with advanced
and/or metastatic breast cancer. In addition, with the help of the mIHC4 score, physicians might be able to recommend chemo-
therapy or endocrine therapy as the first-line treatment for patients with high and low risk as predicted by the mIHC4 score.

INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the most common malignancy and the
most common cause of cancer-related deaths in women
worldwide [1]. Metastatic breast cancer (MBC), which occurs in

5%–10% of newly diagnosed cases [2] and 20%–40% of patients
with early breast cancer (EBC) who relapse [3], is themain cause
of death in patients with breast cancer. MBC is incurable, and
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its treatment is mainly to prolong survival and maintain or
improve the quality of life [4–6]. Although the median overall
survival of patients with MBC is only 2–3 years [7], it varied tre-
mendously among the patients. A method that can reliably pre-
dict the prognosis of patients withMBC is urgently needed.

About 70%–80% of breast cancers are estrogen receptor
(ER) positive [8], for which both endocrine therapy (ET) and
chemotherapy (CT) are effective treatments. Results from
Cochrane’s meta-analysis showed that ET and CT had no
difference regarding the overall survival in patients with
MBC [9]. Because ET has significantly less toxicity than CT,
most guidelines for MBC recommend ET as the preferred first-
line treatment choice in patients with ER-positive (ER+)/
human epidermal growth receptor 2–negative (HER2−) MBC,
even with visceral metastasis [10, 11], and suggested up to
three lines of ET before changing to CT [10] in the absence of
visceral crisis. However, treatments in real-world scenarios are
quite different from the guideline recommendation. Swallow
et al. reported that only 60% of patients with ER+/HER2−
MBC received ET as first-line therapy in the U.S., and 74% of
these patients did not receive a second-line ET [12]. Gao et al.
also reported that more than 50% of patients with ER+ MBC
underwent first-line CT in western Europe [13]. This may be
caused by the opinion held by some oncologists that many
patients with ER+/HER2− MBC are more suitable for first-line
CT if the tumors have lower ER positivity, higher Ki67, and
poorer response to previous adjuvant endocrine therapy, even
though this belief does not have solid proof.

Recently, intrinsic subtyping by Prediction Analysis of
Microarray 50 (PAM50) identified that a substantial portion
(20%–30%) of patients with ER+ MBC in the EGF3008 [14] and
Bolero-2 [15] trials were actually nonluminal subtype and had
poor response to endocrine treatment, even with the addition
of everolimus. Furthermore, a nonluminal disease score
(NOLUS), calculated from the percentage of ER+, progesterone
receptor-positive (PR+), and Ki67-positive tumor cells, was
shown to independently identify the nonluminal disease within
hormone receptor-positive (HR+)/HER2− breast cancer [16].

The IHC4 score is a free tool that combines the information
from four classical immunohistochemistry (IHC) markers (ER,
PR, HER2, and Ki67) to predict the prognosis in patients with ER
+ EBC, and it was reported to be as good as the 21-gene recur-
rence score [17]. The IHC4 score, unlike these expensive geno-
mic tests, can be usedmore easily and widely [17–20]. Recently,
the 21-gene recurrence score has been shown to be prognostic
in patients with stage IV breast cancer [21]. It has not been
studied whether the IHC4 and NOLUS scores can be used to
predict prognosis in patients with ER+ MBC, especially if they
can predict the benefit from first-line ET or CT in patients with
ER+/HER2− MBC. Here we develop a much easier method to
calculate modified IHC4 (mIHC4) score and evaluate the prog-
nostic value of these mIHC4 and NOLUS scores in patients with
ER+/HER2−MBCwho received first-line ET or CT.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient Characteristics and Study Design
This study retrospectively analyzed a series of 315 patients
with ER-positive metastatic breast cancer diagnosed and

treated at the Breast Tumor Center of Sun Yat-sen Memo-
rial Hospital (SYSMH) between January 2009 and February
2017 (SYSMH data set).

According to current guidelines [22, 23], patients with ER
≥1% at either primary tumor or metastatic biopsy were con-
sidered ER positive and included in this study. Patients with
both de novo and recurrent metastatic breast cancer were
included. Patients with second primary tumors, those with
mesenchymal tumors, those who did not receive any treat-
ment, or those without any assessable lesions after surgery
were excluded. The demographic and clinicopathological data
were collected from electronic medical records and treated
with strict privacy standards. Overall survival (OS) was defined
as the time between first-line treatment initiation and death
from any cause. Progression free survival (PFS) was defined
as the time between treatment initiation and tumor progres-
sion or death from any cause. The metastatic-free interval
was defined as the time from diagnoses of primary breast
cancer to the development of first metastasis.

The Chinese Society of Clinical Oncology- Breast Cancer
(CSCO-BC) data set is a collection of more than 50,000
patients with early and metastatic breast cancer from 14 hos-
pitals in China, with the majority being patients with EBC. A
total of 406 patients with newly diagnosed MBC with detailed
immunohistochemical information and treatment outcomes
were selected from the CSCO-BC data set according to the
same inclusion and exclusion criteria as the SYSMH data set.

IHC4 Score and NOLUS Score
The formula for calculating IHC4 score was reported by
Cuzick et al. [18]:

IHC4 score = 94.7*{−0.100*ER10−0.079*PgR10 + 0.586*
HER2 + 0.240*ln(1 + 10*Ki67)}.

ER10 was calculated using both the original and modified
method:

Original ER10, H-score divided by 30 to arrive at a vari-
able between 0 and 10 [18, 24, 25]. The ER H-score = (% of
percentage of cells staining weakly) + (% of percentage of
cells staining moderately*2) + (% of percentage of cells
staining strongly*3).

Modified ER10, the percentage of ER-positive cancer
cells divided by 10 to arrive at a variable between 0 and 10.

PgR10 was scored by dividing the percentage of PR-
positive cancer cells by 10. HER2 was scored as 1 if IHC 3+
or 2+ with fluorescence in situ hybridization+, and as 0 if
otherwise. For the few cases with unknown HER2 status,
the average score of both HER2-positive and -negative
scores was calculated as the final IHC4 score. Ki67 was
scored as the percentage of Ki67-positive cancer cells.

The NOLUS score was calculated using the previously
defined formula: −0.45*ER −0.28*PR +0.27*Ki67 + 73.02,
where the ER, PR, and Ki67 are measured as continuous var-
iables based on the percentage of positive tumor cells by
immunohistochemistry. A score of 51.38 was used as the
cutoff value to define NOLUS-negative and -positive patients
as previously described [16].

Statistical Analysis
All the statistical analysis of the study data was carried out
using STATA 13.0 (StataCorp, College Station, TX). Descriptive
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Table 1. Baseline clinicopathological features

Features

First-line treatment

p valueaChemotherapy Endocrine therapy

Age, years

≤50 130 57.27 48 54.55 NS

>50 97 42.73 40 45.45

T stage (primary tumor)

T0–2 134 59.03 57 64.77 NS

T3–4 49 21.59 14 15.91

Tx 44 19.38 17 19.32

N stage (primary tumor)

Node-negative 43 18.94 19 21.59 NS

Node-positive 155 68.28 60 68.18

Nx 29 12.78 9 10.23

Nuclear grade (primary tumor)

I–II 61 26.87 40 45.45 <.01

III 59 25.99 19 21.59

Unknown 107 47.14 29 32.95

ER status (primary tumor)

Negative 19 8.37 1 1.14 .02

Positive 202 88.99 83 94.32

Unknown 6 2.64 4 4.55

PR status (primary tumor)

Negative 50 22.03 6 6.82 <.01

Positive 171 75.33 78 88.64

Unknown 6 2.64 4 4.55

HER2 status (primary tumor)

Negative 149 65.64 72 81.82 <.01

Positive 73 32.16 13 14.77

Unknown 5 2.20 3 3.41

Ki67 status (14% cutoff)

Negative 48 21.15 18 20.45 NS

Positive 155 68.28 58 65.91

Unknown 24 10.57 12 13.64

Age at metastasis, years

≤50 106 46.70 36 40.91 NS

>50 121 53.30 52 59.09

ER status in metastatic lesions (10% cutoff)

Negative 54 23.79 5 5.68 <.01

Positive 94 41.41 44 50.00

Unknown 79 34.80 39 44.32

PR status in metastatic lesions (10% cutoff)

Negative 108 47.58 29 32.95 NS

Positive 41 18.06 20 22.73

Unknown 78 34.36 39 44.32

HER2 status in metastatic lesions

Negative 93 40.97 43 48.86 .01

Positive 42 18.50 5 5.68

Unknown 92 40.53 40 45.45

(continued)
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statistics were reported as the median and interquartile range
or frequency with percentage. Nominal variables were com-
pared using chi-squared tests or Fisher’s exact test. The agree-
ment between the IHC4 and mIHC4 score was assessed using
scattering plots and linear regression. Survival analyses were
done by the Kaplan-Meier method and were compared using
the log-rank test. Multivariable Cox regression analysis was
used for multivariate analysis. To investigate the patterns of
treatment effect across the continuum of the metastatic mIHC4
score, we used the subpopulation treatment effect pattern plot
(STEPP) methodology [26, 27]. We used the tail-oriented strat-
egy to show the changes of log hazard ratio across the contin-
uum of the metastatic mIHC4 score. All statistical tests were
two-sided and p < .05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Clinicopathological Characteristics of Patients
The SYSMH data set included a total of 315 patients with
newly diagnosed MBC with a median age of 51.7 (range
26–91) years. Among them, there were 69 (21.9%) patients
with de novo stage IV diseases when diagnosed. For the
other 246 metastatic patients with prior history of breast
cancer treatment, the median disease-free interval was
33.8 (1–257) months. With the median follow-up of
25.6 months, the cumulative 1-year and 2-year PFS was
51.0% and 26.2%, respectively. The cumulative 1-year and
2-year OS was 87.9% and 62.9%,respectively. The median
PFS and OS was 12.2 months and 33.4 months, respectively.

Table 1. (continued)

Features

First-line treatment

p valueaChemotherapy Endocrine therapy

Ki67 status in metastatic lesions (14% cutoff)

Negative 20 8.81 10 11.36 NS

Positive 114 50.22 38 43.18

Unknown 93 40.97 40 45.45

De novo stage IV

No 166 73.13 80 90.91 <.01

Yes 61 26.87 8 9.09

Disease-free interval

De novo 61 26.87 8 9.09 <.01

≤24 months 74 32.60 17 19.32

>24 months 92 40.53 63 71.59

Bone metastasis

No 99 43.61 15 17.05 <.01

Yes 128 56.39 73 82.95

Liver metastasis

No 140 61.67 66 75.00 .048

Yes 87 38.33 22 25.00

Brain metastasis

No 222 97.80 86 97.73 NS

Yes 5 2.20 2 2.27

Lung metastasis

No 136 59.91 67 76.14 <.01

Yes 91 40.09 21 23.86

Presence of visceral metastasis

No 102 44.93 55 62.50 <.01

Yes 125 55.07 33 37.50

Adjuvant use of trastuzumab

0 213 93.83 88 100.00 .014

1 14 6.17 0 0.00

Salvage use of trastuzumab

0 190 83.70 82 93.18 .029

1 37 16.30 6 6.82
aChi-square test (or Fisher Exact test when appropriate) was used.
Abbreviations: ER, estrogen receptor; HER2, human epidermal growth receptor 2; NS, nonsignificant; PR, progesterone receptor.
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Two hundred twenty-seven (72.1%) and 88 (27.9%)
patients received chemotherapy or endocrine therapy as
their first-line MBC treatment, respectively. Patients who
received chemotherapy as the first-line treatment had more
ER-negative and/or HER2-positive metastatic diseases, de
novo stage IV diseases, and visceral metastasis (liver and/or
lungs). Patients with bone metastasis and longer disease-
free interval (>24 months) were more likely to receive first-
line endocrine therapy (Table 1).

Correlation Between the Original and Modified IHC4
Score
Because the H-score is not routinely reported by pathologists,
it is inconvenient to calculate the IHC4 score, significantly

limiting its use in the clinic. A previous study explored a simpli-
fied method and found it to be similar to the original one
[28]. Here we proposed a modified IHC4 score in which ER10
was calculated as the percentage of ER-positive cancer cells
(routinely reported in pathology report) divided by 10, similar
to the way in which PR10 is calculated. Then we compared the
IHC4 score between the original score using H-score and the
modified score to see if there is any significant difference
between the original IHC4 and mIHC4 score.

The ER staining in 107 primary tumors and 117 meta-
static tumors was re-evaluated by the pathologists to obtain
the H-scores and the percentage of ER-positive cells to cal-
culate the original and mIHC4 score, respectively. The corre-
lation coefficients (r2) between the original and the
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modified mIHC4 scores were very high, 0.857 (p < .001) in
primary tumor and 0.965 (p < .001) in metastatic tumor
(Fig. 1A, 1B), indicating the feasibility to use mIHC4 to rep-
resent original IHC4. Because H-score is not available in
many other cases, mIHC4 scores were used in the following
analysis.

Change of the mIHC4 Scores from the Primary to
Metastatic Tumors
The mIHC4 scores were available in both the primary and
metastatic lesions in 165 patients (Fig. 1C). The median
mIHC4 score (25%–75% range) was 48.5 (−89.6 to 203.7) in
primary tumors and 74.0 (−59.6 to 207.5) in metastatic
tumors, with a median increase of 23.5 (25%–75% range:
−8.7 to 63.4) in metastatic tumors, indicating the more
malignant features in metastatic cancer cells.

Correlation Between mIHC4 Score and
Clinicopathological Features
mIHC4 scores were available in most primary tumors (n = 279)
and two thirds of metastatic tumors (n = 197). Higher mIHC4
scores of primary tumors were associated with higher T stage
and nuclear grade of primary tumors, shorter disease-free
interval (≤24 months vs. >24 months), and the presence of

liver/visceral metastasis and the absence of bone metastasis
(supplemental online Table 1), demonstrating the prognostic
value of mIHC4 score in primary tumor to predict disease-free
interval and visceral metastasis. Higher mIHC4 scores of meta-
static tumors were also correlated with higher T stage and
nuclear grade of the primary tumor, shorter disease-free inter-
val (≤24 months vs. >24 months, ≤60 months vs. >60 months),
and the presence of liver/visceral metastasis, which is more
likely caused by the higher mIHC4 score in their corresponding
primary tumors.

Prognostic Factors of PFS
Two cutoff values of IHC4 score, −29.9 and 29.9, were
suggested to separate patients with early breast cancer into
low-, moderate-, and high-risk subgroups [18]. However, all
patients in our study had MBC. Thus, −29.9 and 29.9 of
mIHC4 score did not predict their prognosis well (data not
shown). Therefore, we assigned the patients into low-,
moderate-, and high-risk subgroups, based on their mIHC4
scores using 33rd and 66th percentile values as the new
cutoff values (primary mIHC4 score: ≤21.3, 21.4−92.5,
≥92.6; metastatic mIHC4 score: ≤39.6, 39.7−125.6, ≥125.7).

Univariate analysis demonstrated that negative ER and
PR status of primary tumor or metastatic tumor, presence
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of visceral metastasis (liver/lung), and high risk by mIHC4
scores in both primary and metastatic tumors were asso-
ciated with significantly worse PFS by first-line treatment
(Fig. 2; supplemental online Table 2). After adjustment
with the presence of liver or lung metastasis, multivariate
analysis showed that the primary mIHC4 was not associ-
ated with PFS, whereas the metastatic mIHC4 was still sig-
nificantly associated with worse PFS (Table 2), indicating
that mIHC4 score of metastatic tumor has stronger prog-
nostic value.

To validate the prognostic value of mIHC4 score of meta-
static tumors, we obtained the clinicopathological information
and immunohistochemistry data from an independent CSCO-
BC data set (supplemental online Table 3). The CSCO-BC data
set included a total of 406 patients with newly diagnosed
MBC with a median age of 47 (range 25–79) years. Among
them, there were 19 (4.68%) patients with de novo stage IV
diseases when diagnosed. The cumulative 1-year and 2-year
PFS was 36.5% and 14.2%, respectively. The median PFS was
11 months, but the OS data are unfortunately not available.

Table 2. Multivariate Cox regression analysis of risk factors for PFS and OS

Variable HR (95% CI) p value

PFS

Presence of liver metastasis

No 1

Yes 1.43 (0.98–2.08) .064

Presence of lung metastasis

No 1

Yes 1.33 (0.91–1.93) .137

Risk group by primary mIHC4 (3 quantiles)

Low risk 1

Moderate risk 0.86 (0.55–1.36) .522

High risk 0.91 (0.53–1.58) .75

Risk group by metastatic mIHC4 (3 quantiles)

Low risk 1

Moderate risk 2.09 (1.29–3.42) .003

High risk 1.81 (1.01–3.26) .047

OS

Nuclear grade

I–II 1

III 1.22 (0.71–2.10) .471

Unknown 0.88 (0.51–1.52) .65

Disease-free interval

≤24 months 1

De novo 0.55 (0.31–0.99) .048

>24 months 0.85 (0.55–1.33) .485

First-line therapy

Chemotherapy 1

Endocrine therapy 1.44 (0.87–2.36) .152

Liver metastasis

No 1

Yes 2.10 (1.39–3.17) <.001

Risk group by primary mIHC4 (3 quantiles)

Low risk 1

Moderate risk 0.95 (0.54–1.70) .871

High risk 0.94 (0.50–1.78) .855

Risk group by metastatic mIHC4 (3 quantiles)

Low risk 1

Moderate risk 1.39 (0.79–2.43) .253

High risk 2.04 (1.07–3.86) .028

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; HR, hazard ratio; mIHC4, modified IHC4; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival.
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The patients from the CSCO-BC data set were assigned into
low-, moderate-, and high-risk subgroups according to their
mIHC4 value of metastatic tumors, using the abovementioned
cutoff values (39.8, 126.6). Interestingly, the distribution of the
metastatic mIHC4 scores was similar between the SYSMH data
set and the CSCO-BC data set (supplemental online Fig. 1). In
the CSCO-BC data set, the metastatic mIHC4 score, but not
the primary mIHC4 score, was able to identify moderate-risk
(hazard ratio = 1.67, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.24–2.26,
p = .001) and high-risk (hazard ratio = 2.13, 95% CI 1.35–3.36,

p = .001) subgroup patients that had significantly shorter PFS
than low-risk subgroup patients (Fig. 3). After the adjustment
with liver and lung metastasis, multivariate analysis showed
that metastatic mIHC4 score was still prognostic of PFS in the
CSCO-BC data set, confirming the prognostic value of meta-
static mIHC4 score in PFS (supplemental online Table 4).

Prognostic Factors of OS
Univariate analysis suggested that higher nuclear grade
and negative ER status in primary tumors, negative ER or
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Abbreviations: CSCO-BC, Chinese Society of Clinical Oncology-Breast Cancer (CSCO-BC); mIHC4, modified IHC4; PFS, progression-
free survival.

Table 3. Exploratory analysis of median PFS and OS among HR+/HER2− patients with different mIHC4 scores by first-line
therapy

NOLUS scorea Metastatic mIHC4 scoreb

Treatments NOLUS-negative
NOLUS-
positive p valuec

Low
(n = 59) Moderate (n = 44) High (n = 11) p valuec

PFS

Endocrine therapy 19.0 (4.1–37.5) 4.2 (0.8–17.7) .02 37.5 (11.8–NR) 7.1 (2.6–12.7) N/A <.01

Chemotherapy 16.3 (13.1–22.4) 7.1 (5.8–10.0) <.01 16.6 (13.1–22.3) 10.0 (6.7–15.8) 6.4 (1.8–11.4) <.01

p valued .27 .94 .019 .25 N/A

OS

Endocrine therapy 44.7 (29.1–52.2) 20.1 (15.8–37.0) <.01 44.7 (33.9–NR) 26.8 (18.2–37.0) N/A <.01

Chemotherapy 35.8 (27.9–47.8) 35.0 (14.2–40.1) .16 37.6 (28.1–57.3) 35.0 (24.3–43.8) 13.8 (5.7–NR) <.01

p valued .58 .28 .32 .08 N/A
a51.38 was used for the cutoff value.
bn = 5 patients with unclear mIHC4 scores were excluded.
cLog-rank test to compare the PFS among patients in different risk groups (NOLUS negative vs. positive, mIHC4 low vs. moderate vs. high risk
groups).
dLog-rank test to compare the PFS between endocrine therapy and chemotherapy in different subgroups.
Abbreviations: HER2, human epidermal growth receptor 2; HR, hormone receptor; mIHC4, modified IHC4; N/A, not applicable; NOLUS, non-
luminal disease score; NR, not reached; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival.
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PR status in metastatic tumors, shorter disease-free inter-
val, first-line chemotherapy, visceral (liver) metastasis,
and high risk by mIHC4 score in both primary and meta-
static tumors were associated with significantly worse
OS (supplemental online Table 2). After the adjustment
with nuclear grade of the primary tumor, disease-free
interval, first-line therapy, and presence of liver meta-
stasis, the primary mIHC4 score was not associated
with OS. Nevertheless, the metastatic mIHC4 score (high-
risk vs. low-risk, hazard ratio = 2.04, 95% CI 1.07–3.86,
p = .028) was still significantly associated with OS
(Table 2).

Predictive Value of mIHC4 Score in Selecting
First-Line Endocrine Therapy or Chemotherapy in
Patients with ER+/HER2− MBC
To study whether the mIHC4 score may be useful in predicting
the treatment response and prognosis in patients with HR+/
HER2− metastatic diseases, we first investigated the prognos-
tic impact of mIHC4 score in patients who received first-line
chemotherapy or endocrine therapy separately. In the patients
who received endocrine therapy as the first-line treatment
(no high-risk patients), the moderate-risk subgroup had signifi-
cantly shorter PFS and OS than the low-risk subgroup.
Similarly, in the cohort of patients who received chemo-
therapy as the first-line treatment, the high-risk subgroup
had significantly shorter PFS and OS than the low-risk sub-
group (Table 3).

Interestingly, endocrine therapy led to significantly longer
PFS and OS in low-risk patients (37.53 and 44.67 months) than
moderate-risk patients (7.13 and 26.83 months), whereas che-
motherapy resulted in similar PFS and OS (16.57–10.0 and

35.03–37.6 months) between the two groups, suggesting that
endocrine treatment might be superior to chemotherapy in
extending PFS and OS in low-risk patients. The OS in
moderate-risk patients who received endocrine treatment
(26.83 months) was obviously shorter than that in those who
received chemotherapy (35.03 months), although it was not
statistically significant (p = .08), indicating that patients with
higher metastatic mIHC4 score might have a survival benefit
from first-line chemotherapy (Table 3).

To further explore the treatment impact of first-line che-
motherapy versus endocrine therapy on PFS/OS in patients
with different mIHC4 scores, we used the STEPP analysis and
observed that endocrine therapy was associated with better
PFS and OS in the patients with lower mIHC4 scores, whereas
chemotherapy was correlated with better PFS and OS in the
patients with higher mIHC4 scores (Fig. 4A, 4B). More impor-
tantly, the PFS benefit of endocrine therapy in the patients
with lower mIHC4 scores and chemotherapy in the patients
with higher mIHC4 scores were also validated in the CSCO-BC
data set (Fig. 4C).

Prognostic and Predictive Value of NOLUS Score in
Patients with ER+/HER2− MBC
The NOLUS score was reported to identify the nonluminal
subtypes of patients with ER+/HER2− breast cancer in the
absence of gene expression data. In the patients with ER+/
HER2− breast cancer from the SYSMH and CSCO-BC data
sets, there were 128 NOLUS-positive and 310 NOLUS-negative
patients. The NOLUS scores were well correlated with the
mIHC4 scores (correlation r2 = 0.93; supplemental online
Fig. 2). Moreover, the nonluminal NOLUS-positive subtypes
were mostly in the moderate (34%) or high (65%) mIHC4
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Figure 4. Assessment of the therapeutic benefit of chemotherapy in patients with varied mIHC4 scores or NOLUS scores. STEPP
analysis of the treatment effects (endocrine therapy vs. chemotherapy) on PFS (A, C, D, F) and OS (B, E), across a continuous values
of metastatic mIHC4 scores (A–C), and NOLUS score (D–F). The log hazard ratio and its 95% confidence interval are shown in the
plots. There is a significant trend that in patients with lower metastatic mIHC4 score, endocrine therapy is better, whereas in
patients with higher metastatic mIHC4 score, chemotherapy is better.
Abbreviations: mIHC4, modified IHC4; NOLUS, nonluminal disease score; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; STEPP,
subpopulation treatment effect pattern plot; SYSMH, Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hospital.
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groups, whereas the luminal NOLUS-negative subtypes were
mostly in the low (59%) or moderate (41%) mIHC4 groups
(supplemental online Table 5).

In the patients who received endocrine therapy as the
first-line treatment, the PFS and OS in NOLUS-negative
patients were significantly longer than the ones in NOLUS-
positive patients. For patients who received first-line che-
motherapy, NOLUS positivity is only prognostic for PFS and
not OS. Additionally, neither PFS nor OS was impacted by
the choice of endocrine therapy or chemotherapy in both
NOLUS-positive and NOLUS-negative patients (Table 3).
STEPP analysis showed that NOLUS score had a similar pat-
tern as the mIHC4 score in predicting the PFS and OS bene-
fit from endocrine therapy or chemotherapy (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

The overall survival of patients with metastatic breast cancer
varied significantly. The median survival of patients with bone-
only metastasis and HR-positive diseases can be up to
65 months [29], whereas patients with triple-negative disease
and visceral metastasis have a median overall survival of
approximately 1 year [30]. Therefore, it is critical to accurately
predict the prognosis of patients with metastatic breast cancer.
First-line treatments, either endocrine therapy or chemother-
apy, were usually determined based on the predicted survival
of these patients. Recently, the TBCRC 013 study showed that
the 21-gene recurrence score was independently prognostic in
ER+/HER2− de novo stage IV breast cancer [21]. However, it
remains unknown whether the 21-gene recurrence score can
be used in metastatic breast cancer for prognostic predictions.
As shown in our study, patients with metastatic breast cancer
had inferior survival when compared with those with de novo
stage IV breast cancer. Although recommended by the National
Comprehensive Cancer Network guideline in patients with EBC,
the 21-gene recurrence score is expensive as well as inaccessi-
ble in many other countries including China. Therefore, an eco-
nomical and effective method for prognostic prediction is
eagerly needed.

IHC4 has been shown to have similar prognostic values
as the 21-gene recurrence score in early-stage breast can-
cer. The H-score of the ER status, which was defined as the
percentage of weakly staining plus two times the percent-
age of moderately staining plus three times the percentage
of strongly staining [18], was required to calculate the IHC4
score. However, H-score was not routinely used in many
institutions, limiting the use of IHC4 score in clinical prac-
tices. In this study, we developed a modified method to cal-
culate IHC4 score (modified IHC4), using the ER percentage
divided by 10 to replace the H-score. We found that the
modified IHC4 scores were actually very close to the origi-
nal one. Because most pathologists report the percentages
of ER+ cells in routine work, the modified IHC4 score is very
easy to use and more suitable for clinical practice.

In our study, the median primary and metastatic mIHC4
scores of the ER+/HER2− patients were 37.7 and 48.6,
which were higher than those in Cuzick’s study. This was
expected because all the patients included in their study
were patients with EBC. In our study, we found that mIHC4
score from metastatic lesions, but not mIHC4 score from

primary tumors, was significantly associated with PFS and
OS. This finding supports the importance of obtaining meta-
static lesions for accurate prognostic assessment.

Current guidelines (Advanced Breast Cancer, European
Society for Medical Oncology, American Society of Clinical
Oncology) recommended endocrine therapy as the pre-
ferred option for ER+/HER2− MBC, even in the presence of
visceral disease, unless there are concerns of rapid disease
progression. Because the case history of these patients var-
ies significantly, it is important to stratify these patients into
different risk subgroups. In our study, we showed that the
primary and metastatic mIHC4 scores were associated
with the tumor burden as defined by traditional clin-
copathological features. Furthermore, the metastatic mIHC4
score was associated with PFS and OS, with the lower or
higher score representing good or worse prognosis, respec-
tively. More importantly, both continuous (STEPP analysis)
and categorical methods showed that metastatic mIHC4 score
can help to predict the better first-line treatment choice of
endocrine therapy versus chemotherapy in patients with ER
+/HER2− MBC. The prognostic and predictive value of meta-
static mIHC4 scores in PFS was validated using an indepen-
dent CSCO-BC data set. The NOLUS score [16], another
scoring system based on the positivity of ER, PR, and Ki67,
also showed prognostic value in patients with ER+/HER2−
MBC, but its predictive value seems to be less than mIHC4.

Intrinsic molecular subtyping has been shown to be a
prognostic biomarker for patients with ER+ MBC [14, 15]. How-
ever, this study was limited by insufficient tissue samples to
compare the value of mIHC4 score with intrinsic subtyping.
Moreover, these analyses were done in a retrospective patient
population with heterogeneous cohorts and treatments;
therefore, inherent bias could not be eliminated. A prospec-
tive randomized trial is needed to confirm the prognostic and
predictive value of the mIHC4 and NOLUS scores and compare
them with intrinsic subtyping in the future.

CONCLUSION

We developed a modified IHC4 score that can be easily
used in the clinic and found that mIHC4 scores in metastatic
lesions have strong prognostic value in the PFS and OS of
patients with ER+ MBC. Furthermore, lower or higher meta-
static mIHC4 score may predict longer survival in patients
with ER+/HER2− MBC receiving first-line endocrine therapy
or chemotherapy, respectively. This may be useful in clinical
decision making when choosing first-line systemic therapy
for patients with ER+/HER2− MBC.
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